


It's all about staying real
and authentic, nowadays.
Participants will connect
with the locals, learning
about a millenarian  - yet
contemporary  - culture.

Something that they
cannot find anywhere else.
Unique.

Sardinia is much more than
a place, it is like a little
continent on an island, an
unforgettable experience
on its own.

Sardinian-born, based in
UK we represent a
network of selected
Sardinian venues and
suppliers.

We connect You with
qualified professionals
who have in depth
knowledge both of the
island and M.I.C.E. sector.

We focus on your needs
and wants. We craft for
you a personalized
proposal.
Our priority is to deliver a
responsive, flexible and
accurate service.

We assist you and supervise
the whole event, taking care
of any details along the way.

We source for you the best
accomodation and venue in
line with your RFP.
We help you in contracting
with suppliers to provide you
with value for money.

We plan the right team
building activity for your
group, with tailoring
approach.

We Keep being creative and
adhere to your goals keeping
your budget in mind.

WHO WE ARE WHAT WE DO EXPERIENCE



SARDINIA

Exceptionally preserved eco-
system, National & Regional
Parks, Marine reserves, WWF
oasis.
Sardinia is a  'Blue Zone',
 one of the 5 places in the
world with the highest rate of
centenarians.

The second largest island
of the Mediterranean Sea, 

1,850 kilometres of
coastline and incredible
variety of  landscapes:
dramatic cliffs, gorges,
moonscapes.



'This land resembles no other
place. Sardinia is something
else.
Enchanting spaces and
distances to travel-nothing
finished, nothing definitive.

It is like freedom itself.'
                               D.H. Lawrence



The Italian region with
the highest number
of "Natural Monuments"
(27)



'Sardinia is connected by a series of
romantic trains that provide stunning
views often inaccessible from roads'

Forbes, 2006



          Asinara's wild horses



' ...a stunning archaeological
development, perhaps the most
extraordinary find of the century
in the realm of art history ...' 
Miriam S. Balmuth, Archeologist

The Giants of Mont'e  Prama 
is the only group of  life-sized
warriors ever found in Europe.
They are 2 meters tall, and
include statues of archers,
wrestlers and boxers.
They could date back to 11th -
8th century BC 

'Prehistoric cybermen?
Sardinia's lost warriors

rise from the dust '
            The Independent



nuraghe

There are 7.000
 Nuraghi in

Sardinia!

The Nuraghic Culture
starts from the Bronze Age
(2nd millennium B.C.)
 Nuraghi, the iconic stone
defensive towers, whose
real purpose is not so clear
yet, are UNESCO Heritage



Sardinian Cuisine:
Glorious Food and

world famous Wines



Popular traditions  are deeply
rooted in Sardinian Culture.

They  have their own distinctive
character



 Many state- of- the- art
meeting venues

with all capacities, from
small workshops to
large conventions

MEETINGS



locationsEVENTS





ACTIVITIES/TEAM BUILDING

Dolphin Watching,
Marine  Caves

Lunch with the sheperds
in the heart of Sardinia

Searching for a
Nobel: Deledda

Wine Tasting
The routes of Wine

Off the beaten track
safari

Ciclying Tour/
Team building

Sailing Tour
all things aquatics

Foodie Tour/Winery/
Team Cooking with Chef

Archeology
Back to Pre- history

Yoga/Mindfulness
Art Therapy sessions

Sardinian Carnival
and Holy Week

Kayaking/
Snorkelling

On a train of the past:
 Little Green Train

Climbing/
Trekking



ACCESSIBLE
Sardinia is connected to
the main European Airport
Hubs ( between 1 to
2.30hours flight). Also
reached by boat

Warm
Mediterranean climate,

mild all year round

SUSTAINABLE:
Sardinia has been growing
year after year as a
sustainability champion.
Recently awarded a
'sustainable destination'
(UNWTO)



Info@utterlysardinia.com

+ 44 7741482633  (UK)
+39 3455343928  (IT)      

STAND C70
#IBTMworld, Barcelona 2016 

partner of Region Sardinia

Ph. Credits :Vasile Cotonavu(Arco - Cala Luna), Fondazione Meta, Delphina Hotels, Hotel El Faro,

Naturalghero,Sea Kayaking,Vigne Surrau, Il Querceto, Piccolina58(CapoCAccia), Sardinia Gran Tour,

Fondazione Sa Sartiglia, Stefano Picciau (Asinara)

http://utterlysardinia.com/
https://twitter.com/utterlysardinia
https://uk.linkedin.com/in/annamurmura

